In restructured power systems, the adequacy of the transmission network may be defined as the ability to meet reasonable demands by transmission of electricity (as stated by the Directive 2009/72/EC). The symmetric/constrained fuzzy power flow (SFPF/CFPF) was recently proposed as a suitable tool to quantify that adequacy. In this paper, the use of the SFPF/CFPF is extended in order to support the decision process of investment in network components in order to accomplish a specific adequacy criteria. A technique based on dual variables, obtained from the linear formulation of the CFPF, is used. The importance of the duality information concerning the adequacy indices is explained. The proposed methodology is applied on IEEE 14 bus reliability test system to demonstrate its applicability.
Introduction
The transmission network is a critical component for the operation of the electrical power systems. This justifies the large amount of research activities related to the transmission system network planning that has been developed in the last decades. A significant part of that research was done assuming the concept of vertically integrated power systems and, often, handling the adequacy of both the generation and transmission subsystems.
The restructuring of the power systems, namely concerning the separation of the traditional generation, transmission and distribution activities, increased the complexity of the transmission network planning process [1] . In fact, restructuring implies that the transmission network should be able to accommodate a wider range of generation dispatches due, for instance, to power exchanges between regions or countries [2] .
Moreover, the transmission systems tend to be operated much closer to their limits [2] .
What is more, the classic paradigm of composite system adequacy evaluation is no longer appropriate, the transmission system adequacy assessment should be done independently from the generation system [3] [4] .
Concerning the transmission adequacy at European Union level, the Directive 2009/72/EC states that each TSO must ensure "long term ability of the system to satisfy reasonable demands for the transmission of electricity". Therefore, the regulatory authority of each UE state should define the rules concerning the adequacy of transmission network. In this context, evaluating the adequacy is more than just performing a load forecast exercise. Actually, the adequacy of the network depends on the "requests" made by both loads and generators. Furthermore, these requests are often linked with relevant uncertainties, which should be accounted for assessing the adequacy of the transmission system [5] .The existence of such uncertainties led to the development of power flow models that are able to handle the associated uncertainties, while supporting the evaluation of the transmission system adequacy. The probabilistic power flow (PPF) models [6] [7] were the first attempt to achieve this goal. In those models, the uncertainties are treated through using probability distributions to model the generation and load values, as well as the potential uncertainties related to the system components (e.g. reliability of system lines). A different approach, named fuzzy power flow (FPF), was proposed by Miranda and Matos [8] . This model is based on the fuzzy description of loads and generation and has the advantage of not requiring knowledge about probability density functions. This is particularly useful for modeling events whose probability distributions are difficult or even impossible to be built. This is due to the lack of data or even because of the non-probabilistic nature of the events. In such circumstances, using past experiences to evaluate events in the future can be an incomplete approach [7] .
In these cases, the use of judgments based on human accumulated knowledge and experience is a helpful alternative. Those judgments are translated into linguistic declarations such as "load certainly between 1 MW and 2.4 MW, however, should not exceed 4.7 MW or be less than 0" or "generation around 50 MW". These kinds of sentences are typical examples of vague information that result, for instance, from the experience of the System Operator [5] . Some variants of the FPF have been also proposed in the literature, namely the interval power flow [9] , the boundary power flow [10] , as well as recent contributions [11] [12] [13] [14] , that falls under the same philosophy of classical FPF.
More recently, an extension of the FPF, known as Symmetric Fuzzy Power Flow (SFPF), was presented in order to treat the slack bus as any other bus of the system [15] [16] [17] . In SFPF, the slack bus does not assume all the uncertainties regarding the remaining buses of the system (as it happens in the classic FPF), since fuzzy values of generation/load information are also defined for the slack bus. This allows avoiding unjustifiable asymmetrical situations that distort the results and "create" artificial uncertainty).The addition of power flows constraints to the SFPF formulation leads to the Constrained Fuzzy Power Flow (CFPF). Some results comparing classical FPF and SFPF can be found at [16] [17].
The PPF [18] and FPF [19] models have been used in different approaches devoted to support the definition of transmission system expansion plans. However, the PPF seems not completely adequate in cases of lack of information and the FPF presents the problems related with the mentioned asymmetrical situations. Despite their advantages, the CFPF model was not yet used in order to support the definition of transmission system expansion plans. CFPF is a linear optimization problem. As it is intended to optimize the power injected/absorbed in the buses, the knowledge of the dual variables, as will be seen, becomes very important since it allows identifying the best options of branch reinforcements. Therefore, the main purpose of this paper is to provide evidence on how the CFPF model can be successfully used in order to support the evaluation of the most promising reinforcements to be performed, by just considering the adequacy of the transmission network. Note that the proposed adequacy evaluation may be integrated in the multicriteria/multiobjective problem of defining expansion plans for the transmission network (which should account for other criteria besides the network adequacy, including the cost of the expansion plans).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: the CFPF formulation is briefly reviewed in Section 2; Section 3 shows how the dual variables of the CFPF problem may be used to: i) identify the branches of a transmission system that are the best options to be reinforced, in order to accomplish adequacy requirements; and ii) find the adequate level of reinforcement for those branches; Section 4 provides an application of the proposed approach and discusses decision making aspects; Section 5 concludes the paper.
DC constrained fuzzy power flow (DC CFPF)

Fuzzy numbers
As previously mentioned, fuzzy numbers are a suitable tool to translated linguistic declarations such as "load certainly between 1 MW and 2.4 MW, however, should not Note that expression (2) remains applicable when the fuzzy numbers present an alternative form as, for instance, the triangular or the rectangular forms. In fact, when the triangular form is used, it is only need to assume . For the rectangular form it should be assumed that and .
CFPF
The DC formulation of the CFPF assumes a linearized model of the network, which only considers the active power flows. The active power injected at each bus of the system is a fuzzy number. Therefore, the CFPF consists of calculating, the maximum and minimum values that each state variable may get for all the possible values (with degree of membership greater than or equal to α) of the external variables [16] : 
Dual variables
In constrained optimization, the shadow price is the instantaneous change (per unit) of the constraint, in the objective value of the optimal solution of an optimization problem. This change is obtained by relaxing the constraint. In other words, it is the marginal cost of strengthening the constraint. Each constraint in an optimization problem has a shadow price or dual variable [23] . Therefore, the dual variable is a natural result of a linear problem (LP), which may be used, in the CFPF framework, to capture the effects on the objective function (expression (3)) that result from changes in the branch limits (PLIM). In other words, the dual variable, associated with a specific constraint (in this case associated to branch limits), "measures" the variation on the value of the objective function produced by the change in the Right Hand Side (RHS) of the constraints [23] .
In a general way, for each α-level interval, the decrease of the repression (DR) on active power can be obtained by (4):
where:
where: Pikmax is the initial value of branch limit; ΔPikmax is the increased quantity at the transmission capacity of the branch; Pi R is the new value of the active power that may be injected at bus i (after the reinforcement of the branch i-k); Pi b is the initial value of active power injected at bus i (before the reinforcement of branch i-k); λ is the dual variable at a specific RHS interval ( Figure 3) ; and Pik R is the new proposed branch limit.
Note that, dual value (λ) is a constant for a specific interval of RHS values.
Assuming the example of optimal points) will emerge: λ1 for ΔPikΔPikmax1; and λ2 for ΔPikmax1ΔPik<ΔPikmax3. In this case, the expression (4) must be rewritten as follows:
Generically, for several dual values, the expression (2) becomes:
where:  is the percentage of branch reinforcement in the dual variable interval (see Figure 3 ). MATLAB optimization toolbox [26] . Assuming that the information provided on Table I was obtained for a generic network with 4 buses and 4 branches, the following conclusions may be extracted: i) the repression situations at bus 4 are caused by branch i3-k4; ii) this branch also contributes to the repression situations occurring at nodes 1 and 3 (λ1 … λ5 are the values of the active dual variables). Supported by this information, the decision maker can identify and choose the network branches to reinforce, in order to reduce or eliminate the situations of repression.
Thus, this evaluation allows to identify the branches to be reinforced (for repression reduction at the nodes) as well as to find the most adequate reinforcement values to a specific branch (ΔPik max). The amount of reinforcement to be chosen will be conducted naturally fulfilling the technical, economic and environmental criteria.
Case Study
Test system
In order to show the applicability of the purposed methodology the 14 bus, 20 branches, IEEE network (Figure 4 ) is used as test system. The system data can be found in 
System Adequacy Assessment -Base Case
In order to assess the system adequacy for the base case the CFPF optimization problem described by expression (3) was run for all system nodes. The execution of the CFPF, on the above circumstances, revealed situations of active power repression at seven system nodes, as shown in Table III . Figures 5 and 6 show some fuzzy results for the cases of nodes 1, 3, 9 and 10. Note that the repression occurring at bus 1 is a generation repression while load repressions occur at buses 3, 9 and 10. In such figures ( Figure 5 and Figure 6 ), Pi denotes the specified possibility distributions (i.e. the intended injections) for each bus i (including the reference bus) and Pi' denotes the possibility distributions resulting from the CFPF. Table III it is possible to conclude that bus 1 presents the larger value of individual severity of repression, accounting for about 67% of the global severity of repression of the system. Thus, the bus 1 represents a serious situation of local inadequacy due to the network limitations. The maximum DOR value equals 1 (at bus 1) and the GSR index is around 172 MW. Table IV shows the active dual variables regarding branches constraints for each bus and for α cut equal to zero. Those variables contain important information about the impact of the ampacity of the branches on the node repressions. For instance, the ampacity limit of branch 4-5 is most likely the principal reason for the repression occurring at bus 1. Moreover, the information of Table IV shows that: i) bus repressions are not always caused by neighborhood branches (see the case of nodes 1, 9 and 13); ii) the same branch can contribute for situations of repression on several nodes (see the case of branches 3-4, 6-13, 7-9, 9-10, 10-11 and 12-13).
Dual information
In order to find the RHS intervals where dual variables are applicable, it is necessary to perform several post-optimizations problems over expression (5), incrementing the PLIM value (the maximum bound of RHS interval). This kind of information is helpful to support decisions regarding the choice of reinforcement strategies. Figure 7 shows the result of performing this exercise for the case of bus 1 (worst inadequacy situation). Note that three post optimizations were done on such case.
The result reveals that, for the cut level α=0, the maximum gain in terms of injected power at bus 1 occurs when P45max is 1.46 pu (value to which a null dual variable exist).
Based on that information, the decision maker may find solutions to reinforce the branch 4-5 (taking into consideration relevant aspects as, for instance, economic ones) in order to reduce the existing repression at node 1. As previously referred, the branch 4-5 presents the bigger dual value at the neighborhood of the cut α=1. Thus, a suitable decision of the decision maker (the TSO) is to reinforce this branch in order to achieve a PLIM=1.46 pu. After performing this exercise, the new DOR value would be equal to 0.7 and the new dual variables corresponds to the ones are presented on Figure 9 . The constraints of branches 3-4, 4-5 and 10-11 are no longer active for the bus 1 repression. However new constraints were activated, namely at branches 1-5 and 2-3. If the decision maker considers that the new DOR remains higher than the desirable threshold, the most promising branch to be reinforced is the branch 7-9, as shown in Figure 9 . In this strategy, the objective is to reduce the value of the worst ISR. Resuming the base case, it can be concluded from Table III that bus 1 presents the worst ISR value.
Considering the base case for bus 1 (see Figure 8 ), the decision maker should act at firstly branch 4-5, the same used to reduce the DOR. The reinforcement of branch 4-5 will provide a new ISR of 0.4896 pu ( Table V) .
Note that the use of same branch to handle the two indices (ISR and DOR) is a coincidence and not a rule. See the information of Figure 9 : here if is desired reduce the DOR, the natural choice will be the branch 7-9 to be reinforced (this branch is the one with highest dual value in the upper alpha cuts). But if the reduction of ISR is the decision maker scope, so he must reinforce branch 1-5. That means the reinforcement of branch 7-9 will enable decrease DOR (and also the ISR), but reinforce of node 1-5 certainly must not cause changes at this index since this constraint is not active for the actual DOR (0.7). To check this and after provide the reinforcement of branch 4-5 (most promising option to reduce ISR at bus 1) we proceed to the reinforcement of branches 7-9 and 1-5 separately (both branch reinforcements coincident with values of α=0 for the constraint -major decrease of P1). We conclude, as expected, that the reinforcement of branch 7-9 will allow a lower DOR and the reinforcement of node 1-5 provides only a lower ISR. All results are available at Table V Now, the concern is related to the minimization of the GSR value (that is, the minimization of the total MW repression existing in the system). The first step in order to ensure that objective consists in determining the maximum gain in injected active power at each bus (that means reach null dual variables for the selected active constraints). This is achieved following, for each system bus, a procedure similar to the one used in section 4.3 for the case of bus 1 (where a value PLIM=1.46 pu was found). Table VI (Table IV) . Figure 13 shows the ISR for buses 1, 3 and 9 and the GSR. Other important conclusion is the fact of bus 3 suffers changes when branches 4-5, 7-9, 9-10 or 6-13 (non-adjacent branches) are reinforced (Table VII) . To understand why this situation occurs the TSO only have to consult the dual information for node 3 at the base case ( Figure 14 ). 
Note that, in expression (6), β and σ are weights that should be defined by the decision maker in order to account for the relative importance of each criteria.
The decision problem to be solved simultaneously considers the minimization of attributes C(x) and EI(x) and the maximization of attribute A(x) which, often, are in conflict. The value A(x) for each reinforcement action may be obtained by using the methodology proposed in the previous sections of this paper.
Conclusions
In this paper, the DC SFPF/CFPF formulation is used to support the definition of network investments on transmission networks (investment plans), in order to accomplish a specific adequacy criteria. This criteria may be based on a local index (defined for each bus of the system) or on a global index (defined at system level). Naturally, a more complex criteria based on an association of individual and global objectives may be defined. The SFPF/CFPF model allows a fuzzy description of loads and generation, thus having the advantage of not require knowledge about probability density functions. This is particularly useful for modeling events whose probability distributions are difficult or even impossible to be built, due to lack of data or even because of the non-probabilistic nature of the events.
A technique based on dual variables, obtained from the linear formulation of the SFPF/CFPF, is used to study and quantify the most promising network reinforcement alternatives in order to achieve the desired adequacy level (repressions reduction). Thus, the proposed approach permits to evaluate the impact of reinforcement options on the system adequacy. Moreover, this evaluation is done in a suitable way to be integrated into optimization and decision-aid procedures. 
